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Abstract 
 

This article analyzes the aggregate of reality cognition methods used in certain theories in the history 
of ethics and legal thought that are based on the principle of utility. The objective of this article is to pro-
vide a full study of the methodology of the utilitarianism to determine its place in the establishment of le-
gal utilitarianism. 

The article used methods of formal logic and specific methods such as the historical method. 
The main result of the article is the origins of utilitarianism is conditioned, inter alia, by the synthesis 

of the empirical and theoretical methodology. Heretofore, the application of purely empirical or purely 
theoretical methodologies for considering the state and legal phenomena through the prism of utility did 
not lead to the creation of branch of philosophy, economic or legal thought – utilitarianism. 

The main conclusion of this article is that the ―moral arithmetic‖ created under classical utilitarianism 
and later developed in the contemporary utilitarianism, based on which it is possible to compute the utility 
of this or that action (the totality of actions), contradicts such universal legal values as justice, defence, en-
forcement of rights and freedoms, the principle of equality, and the moral values, and, therefore, cannot be 
supported. 
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Introduction 

 
In his work ―An Introduction to the Princi-

ples of Morals and Legislation‖, J. Bentham 
notes, that human actions are underlaid by pleas-
ure and pain. They determine human behaviour: 
what a person actually does, what he/she aspires 
to do, and what he/she should do. This is why 
influencing a person means, in the long run, in-
fluencing his / her feelings to cause pleasure or 
pain. This is the stimulus and the motive driving 
the action. This is the explanation for human be-
haviour. According to J. Bentham (2000), a per-

son wishes to achieve happiness and to avoid 
pain, even though he/she is not always aware of 
that (p. 14). These contemplations generate a me-
thodology (what and how to do) for the perfor-
mance of moral action in utilitarianism. The 
main idea of the method is the calculation of the 
actions performed by an individual. Thus, per-
forming an action or facing a situation he/she re-
cognizes as morally significant, the individual 
calculates who would be influenced by the action 
and how much pleasure or pain it could cause to 
those exposed to it, and chooses the type of ac-
tion to optimize this amount of pleasure or pain. 
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Optimum is the maximum happiness caused to 
the maximum number of people exposed to the 
situation, and (or) minimization of pain to the 
maximum number of individuals. This way, any 
choice is determined with the relative level of 
total utility of its consequences or results. In this 
situation, the degree of happiness is the entire 
totality of pain and pleasure that this or that ac-
tion, motive or institution may cause to this or 
that number of individuals. This approach sug-
gests that happiness should be measurable, there-
fore, justifying the ―moral arithmetic‖ of J. Ben-
tham. In particular, J. Bentham suggested meas-
uring it by the intensiveness of pleasure, its dura-
tion, considering the possibility of its occurrence 
and the period of time after which it will occur. 
There should be a preference of pleasure that is 
intensive, long-lasting, and likely to occur in the 
nearest time. If the decision adopted concerns the 
interests of more than one individual, but a group 
(society), for example, in law-making, the list of 
quantitative criteria is replenished with one more 
criterion: the spread of pleasure. In that case, to 
determine the ―general tendency‖ of an action, it 
is required to:  

a)  sum up the figures expressing the domina-
tion of pleasure over pain for those who 
benefit from the action; 

b)  sum up the figures expressing the domina-
tion of pain over pleasure for those who do 
not benefit from the action; 

c)  draw the total balance. 
Such summing up may not only reveal the 

positive or negative tendency of the action but 
also help select the potential behaviour strategy 
(introduced legal regulation or any other legally 
relevant action) yielding maximum happiness for 
the maximum number of people. The principal 
condition of the correctness of such utilitarian 
calculation is the conservation of equal value of 

happiness for each person to determine the moral 
correctness or incorrectness of the action per-
formed. 

Summing up the utilities is quite important 
in a legal activity in legal utilitarianism. This 
way, a lawmaker deciding to enact this or that 
law must as per the legal utilitarianism, consider 
the way these legal regulations may influence the 
pleasure or pain of the persons bound by such 
legal regulation. In adopting a decision within 
the framework of behaviour permitted by law, or 
adopting a decision to break the law, the law en-
forcer must, as per the legal utilitarianism, con-
sider the utility of all possible options (including 
the opportunity costs). 

This opportunity of summing pleasures and 
pain, making grounded, politically or legally rel-
evant decisions, ensuring the adequacy of this or 
that decision or justifying an unpopular decision 
appeared attractive to the public officials. 

The legal utilitarianism had a significant 
impact on the 19th-century legislation, especially 
in England. For instance, under the influence of 
the ideas of J. Bentham, several strict legal regu-
lations were abolished in England in the early 
19th century (Bedau, 1983, p. 1036). The legal 
utilitarianism had a special impact on criminal 
law theory and criminal legislation, including the 
current one (Hart & Sacks, 1958, pp. 113-114). 
Utilitarianism strongly influenced civil law, par-
ticularly the tort and contract law (Terry, 1915, p. 
40; Fuller, 1941, p. 799). According to J.B. 
Ames (1908), ―The law is utilitarian. It exists for 
the realization of the reasonable needs of the 
community. If the interest of an individual runs 
counter to the chief object of the law, it must be 
sacrificed‖ (pp. 97, 110). 

This question interests scientists in a similar 
way. Various works analyze legal utilitarianism. 
Some of them cover the questions of the ideolo-
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gy used in the legal utilitarianism. 
Among such works, it is worthwhile men-

tioning ―Legal Utilitarianism‖ by Richard F. 
Bernstein (1979), which pays special attention to 
the contemporary concept of act utilitarianism 
and its application in the legal activity, including 
judicature (pp. 127-146). In addition, the ques-
tions of legal liability and the rule of law are con-
sidered. 

Apart from that, special attention should be 
paid to the article by R. Posner ―Utilitarianism, 
Economics, and Legal Theory‖ (1979), where he 
introduced his original theory of law – the con-
cept of wealth maximization (pp. 103-140). Re-
lated to the topic of the present article, in the des-
ignated study, the justification of the difference 
between the positive and normative analysis and 
establishment of a preference criterion between 
ethic theories has an important place. An article 
by E. Weinrib ―Utilitarianism, Economics, and 
Legal Theory‖ (1980), also makes a significant 
contribution into the development of the legal 
utilitarianism, continuing the studies of the 
above-mentioned questions and carrying out a 
critical analysis of the work written by R. Posner 
(pp. 307-332). 

It is also worthwhile noticing the academic 
degree thesis ―Bentham‘s Study of Law‖ by A. 
N. Ostroukh (2002), where, in paragraph 2.2, the 
principle of utility by J. Bentham and its place in 
the legal theory are described. In addition, the 
mentioned study elaborates the issues of the 
methodology used by J. Bentham (paragraph 
2.1), justifies its theoretical nature (rationalism), 
and considers the utilitarianism of J. Bentham by 
analyzing his vision of certain branches of law in 
Chapters 3 and 4 of the research. 

Legal regulation determines the borders of 
human behaviour (the regulatory function of 
law). What are those borders in the historical ret-

rospective, considering that man is a biosocial 
creature, i.e. living in the society man has biolog-
ical and social needs, the satisfaction of which 
may not always coincide with the interests of the 
other people living in this society, or even inter-
fere with the freedom of others? Since at its core, 
utilitarianism is an ethic theory, it may within its 
own subject, and methodological apparatus pro-
vide some answers to the set questions from its 
own perspective and suggest (present a concept) 
a matching method of legal regulation. This ex-
plains the interest of public officials and scien-
tists to this theory. 

In continuation of the issues raised by the 
above works (theoretical aspect), and in order to 
evaluate the application of the relevant utilitarian 
theories (practical aspect), the contribution of this 
article to science is that a detailed analysis of the 
utilitarian legal methodology is aimed not only at 
expanding knowledge of the methodology used, 
but also to create the basis for further research in 
this direction, which will be based on a more 
complete understanding of the methodology. 

Analysis of social relations through the le-
gal utilitarianism may help to find some legal 
solutions to maximize the utility. However, is 
such an approach applicable to law-making and 
law enforcement? How valid is it in the legal ac-
tivity? All of these can be found out by analyzing 
the methodology of the legal utilitarianism. This 
is the research goal of this article and, therefore, 
the empirical and theoretical methodology of the 
legal utilitarianism attracts great attention. 

 
The Empirical Methodology of  

the Legal Utilitarianism 
 

One of the major thinkers developing the 
theory of cognition based on the empirical meth-
odology, J. Locke (1836), remarks that all ideas 
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originate from perception and reflection. ―Let us 
then suppose the mind to be, as we say, a white 
paper, void of all characters without any ideas 
[―white paper‖ – ―tabula rasa‖ – remark by the 
authors]; how comes it to be furnished? To this, I 
answer in one word, From Experience: In that, 
all our Knowledge is founded, and from that, it 
ultimately derives itself. Our Observation em-
ploy‘d either about external, sensible Objects; or 
about the internal Operations of our Minds, per-
ceived and reflected on by ourselves, is that, 
which supplies our Understandings with all the 
materials of thinking. These two are the Foun-
tains of Knowledge, from whence all the Ideas 
we have, or can naturally have, do spring‖ (p. 
51). 

Based on that, we suppose that as ―tabula 
rasa‖, a person may cognize the social relations 
regulated by the law through perception and re-
flection, entering these social relations and ob-
serving them. Later, a specially authorized sub-
ject, the lawmaker, and the persons bearing the 
right to the legislative initiative may come up 
with the optimal mechanism of legal regulation. 
Working to satisfy the requirements of the law-
maker expressed in laws, the law enforcer, cog-
nizing the social relations through his perception, 
may maximize the utility of the applied legal re-
gulations. The realization of the right (enforce-
ment, execution, application, utilization) as a re-
gulator of social relations is directly linked to the 
empirical cognition of law due to the assessment 
of such relations through sensual methods. This 
way, the empirical cognition of law serves as a 
basis for the acquisition of knowledge of the law. 

However, if the law is created by people in 
the rule-making process, the question appears: 
how can it be created for the legal regulations to 
be the most efficient, as empirically we are not 
able to cognize an object or a phenomenon that 

does not yet exist, that has not been created? In 
answering this question from the point of view of 
sensualism, it is important to note that social rela-
tions between people develop regardless of whe-
ther they are regulated by law or not. Legal regu-
lation is not a compulsory condition for social 
relations; they may be regulated with any other 
methods, like morals, other regulators, or be un-
regulated at all. Moreover, in the modern world, 
there are many social relations not regulated by 
any law. However, along with that, when enter-
ing certain social relations, the subjects of law 
acquire knowledge of these relations based on 
the empirical perception, and may, therefore, 
create mechanisms (including legal ones) to 
bring these social relations to order, creating, 
therefore, some legal regulations. It appears like 
the utility of this or that way of regulating social 
relations, and legal regulation efficiency may 
also be assessed based on the same concept, rely-
ing exclusively upon the empirical cognition of 
the legal regulation, or cognizing the method of 
regulation of the social relations as it is applied to 
similar social relations. Therefore, empirical cog-
nition helps revealing, for example, the ineffi-
ciency of applying a method for the regulation of 
social relations and the need to bring the current 
legislation to realize the need for the introduction 
of changes to the existing legal regulation mech-
anism. 

The legal utilitarianism was developed gen-
erally in the second half of the 18th century, as-
sociated, primarily, with the works by J. Ben-
tham and J. S. Mill. Classical utilitarianism chro-
nologically appears after the natural law and so-
cial contract theories; due to the similarity of the 
used methodology, it may be concluded that to a 
certain extent it is a consequence of the natural 
law and social contract theories. Utilitarianism 
was largely in line with the ideology and the so-
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cial relations of that time. The works of utilitari-
an philosophers have made a great impact on the 
development of liberal and legal ideology and 
the legal regulation mechanism.  

But together with that, to our mind, long be-
fore the emergence of classical utilitarianism 
there appeared a lot of ethics and legal ideas, 
which may hardly be referred to the legal utilitar-
ianism, but they set the prerequisites and meth-
odological base for their genesis. To determine 
the methodological foundation of classical utili-
tarianism, it appears reasonable to consider the 
ideas of applying the principle of utility to law-
making and law enforcement activity before J. 
Bentham. 

In antiquity, the Epicureans, Stoics, Demo-
critus and Aristotle raised the questions of the 
theory of cognition linked to the principle of util-
ity. For instance, Epicureanism based on maxi-
mization happiness, but defines happiness more 
as a state of tranquillity than pleasure. Egoist 
theories hold that an action is morally right if it 
maximizes the good for oneself (Evans, 2004, 
pp. 407-424). In addition, Aristotle remarks that 
true cognition is hard because the essence of the 
cognition object is hidden. There are things and 
phenomena more knowable and clear to us, and 
those that are clearer and more knowable by na-
ture. The first ones present the world given to us 
in sense-perception; the second ones present the 
essence of being and reasons (forms) of separate 
things, their causes and origins. The latter are 
―the universals‖ that are ―more obscure‖ for hu-
man cognition, for being further from sense-per-
ception (Aristotle, 1991, pp. 3-5). However, 
based on empirical perception, they may be cog-
nized through the activity of thought.  

Based on the indicated concept of know-
ledge of Aristotle, it may be remarked that in le-
gal activity the ―clearer‖ phenomena may be, for 

instance, some certain social relations existing in 
the society, while the latter ―universals‖ may be 
the essence of law, i.e. the nature and purpose of 
legal regulation of such social relations, as well 
as the primary causes for introduction of this or 
that legal regulation of the social relations. Con-
sidering the current understanding of ―utility‖, 
which is defined as an ability of an economic 
commodity to satisfy one or several human 
needs (Kapteyn, 1985, pp. 1-2), the studies of 
Plato and Aristotle reveal the origins of applying 
the principle of utility to studying the origin and 
development of law and state based on the em-
pirical methods of activity cognition. 

Contemplating on the just city-state, Plato 
(2018) remarks, ―A state, I said, arises, as I con-
ceive, out of the needs of mankind; no one is 
self-sufficing, but all of us have many wants. 
[…]. As we have many wants, and many persons 
are needed to supply them, one takes a helper for 
one purpose and another for another; and when 
these partners and helper are gathered together in 
one habitation the body of inhabitants is termed a 
State‖ (p. 226). Speaking of the utilitarian com-
ponent of these ideas, it is worthwhile noticing 
that Plato speaks of pleasure as a replenishment, 
and so, to a certain extent, does Aristotle. In oth-
er words, certain commodities and actions of 
people may be deemed useful for the replenish-
ment of a deficit of resources or unsatisfied 
needs. It is also accompanied by the achievement 
of pleasure. Thus, pain is a deficiency of the nat-
ural state, and pleasure is its replenishment (Aris-
totle, 1906, p. 323). According to Plato, replen-
ishment must be provided when laws are enact-
ed. For instance, in The Laws of Plato (1921) the 
philosopher, relying upon his observations, per-
ception and reflection, remarks, that ―laws which 
are not established for the good of the whole 
state are bogus laws‖ (p. 129). Considering the 
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above, as well as other postulates of ―Laws‖, we 
may conclude, that in the opinion of Plato, legal 
regulation must ensure the replenishment of defi-
cits for a better life of some people and the socie-
ty as a whole, provide the satisfaction of their 
needs, make the state and its citizens ―happy and 
satisfied‖. In other words, for Plato, laws must be 
useful. 

Also relying upon empirical cognition, 
Democritus remarks, ―The law seeks to give 
seemly form to the lives of men [...] for only to 
those who obey it does it reveal its full and pecu-
liar excellence‖ (Hamburger, 1969, p. 17). Con-
sidering this, we suppose that, for Democritus, to 
achieve the common good, people need to obey 
the law. And since, according to Democritus, 
people are willing to achieve happiness and the 
good (Vitz, 1979, p. 145) (and the pleasure may 
or may not be (Vitz, 1979, p. 146) the source of 
happiness), the obedience to law may bring peo-
ple (and the society as a whole) closer to the 
common good. 

The analysis of works by antique philoso-
phers and thinkers brings us to a conclusion on 
the presence of certain ideas close to classical 
utilitarianism; at that, developing their ideas, the 
thinkers rely upon sense-perception of the reality. 
Thus, the famous Russian philosopher of law, I. 
V. Mikhaylovsky (1914), in his ―Essays on the 
Philosophy of Law‖ writes: ―the considered 
branch of ethics [utilitarianism – remark by the 
authors] is quite old: it existed back in Greek 
philosophy; there is an opinion that Aristotle 
himself was a utilitarianist‖ (p. 30). 

In the modern period, there appeared a con-
stellation of researchers who continued the logi-
cal development of ideas on the sense-perception 
of the objectively existing reality. F. Bacon made 
the greatest influence on the establishment of 
empiricism. His works are based on the inductive 

methodology of scientific research led to the 
emergence the Baconian method. This method is 
based on acquiring knowledge from the sur-
rounding world through experiment, observation 
and hypothesis testing. The research method de-
veloped by F. Bacon is an early predecessor of 
the scientific method. It was described in his 
work titled ―Novum Organum‖ by F. Bacon as a 
replacement of methods once presented in ―Or-
ganum‖ by Aristotle. 

F. Bacon claims that the objective of scien-
tific cognition is not observing nature as it was in 
antiquity or cognition of God as in medieval phi-
losophy, but the benefit and utility for the hu-
mankind. Science is the means, not the end. Man 
is the master of nature. That is the leitmotiv of 
the philosophy of F. Bacon. The activist utilitari-
anism of F. Bacon means that with the emer-
gence of man, nature decomposes into subject 
and object, which are at the same time separated 
and connected through instrumental activity. 

F. Bacon orients science towards seeking 
truth not in books, but in practical activity, in the 
immediate observation and studies of nature and 
society. His philosophy may be understood as a 
revival of the antique natural philosophy with the 
entire philosophical system of nature set in the 
centre. Therefore, the central problem of the phi-
losophy of F. Bacon is the problem of relations 
between man and nature. This problem was re-
solved in line with utilitarianism; therefore, it can 
be said that he laid the origin of utilitarian meth-
odology, which later also developed in the phi-
losophy of pragmatism. 

Activist utilitarianism of F. Bacon, based on 
the empirical cognition of the reality and his vi-
sion of the law, is being widely spread. Thus, F. 
Bacon considered the law to be grounded upon 
justice and social benefit. They act as not only 
the sources of law but also the criteria for law 
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above, as well as other postulates of ―Laws‖, we 
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assessment. The philosopher remarks that ―in Ci-
vil Society, either law or force prevails‖ (Bacon, 
2011, p. 88), while violence, intentional cunning 
and cruelty of law generate injustice. F. Bacon 
comes to the conclusion that to achieve the com-
mon goal, and it is necessary to ―extract a sym-
bol and an idea of fairness‖ in every sphere of 
law to ―assess the properties of laws of this or 
that state and attempt to correct them‖. In his stu-
dies of law, F. Bacon was striving to overcome 
the dualism of the natural and positive law in fa-
vour of the positive law (law of the state), to 
merge and express the requirements of both natu-
ral justice and real policy of the state in law (pos-
itive law). The main requirements a good (fair) 
law must satisfy to ensure the achievement of the 
common good, are, for F. Bacon (2011), the fol-
lowing: ―that law may be set down as good, 
which is certain in meaning, just in precept, con-
venient in execution, agreeable to the form of 
government, and productive of virtue in those 
that live under it‖ (pp. 89-90). 

In the legal utilitarianism, a special place is 
occupied by the work of J. S. Mill, one of the 
founders of utilitarianism. Considering the meth-
odology used in the legal utilitarianism, J. S. Mill 
developed five methods (canons) of causal rela-
tions between objects and phenomena discovered 
by various researchers: method of similarity 
(agreement) – J. Scotus, method of difference – 
W. Ockham, method of concomitant variations 
(degrees) – F. Bacon, method of residuals – J. 
Herschel, joint method of agreement and differ-
ence (synthesis of two methods) first described 
by J. S. Mill himself. Then the said methods 
were synthesized by J. S. Mill in his research 
―System of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive‖. 
Having established the main canons of empirical 
cognition, J. S. Mill used them as methodology 
when developing his ethics and legal study based 

on the utilitarian postulates.  
J. S. Mill denied the idea of the politics ca-

pable of giving normative recommendations to 
all societies regardless of their national character 
and degree of development of public relations. 
This formed the basis for J. S. Mill‘s study in the 
way we know it now, and the utilitarianism, 
which, unlike the utilitarianism of J. Bentham, 
cannot provide any certain practical recommen-
dations on the government structure and the legal 
regulation system. 

Utilitarianism of J. S. Mill is based on un-
derstanding social processes through the aggre-
gated characteristics of the social agents them-
selves, just like the social nominalism. Individu-
als are regarded as ―social atoms‖ creating a sum 
of certain properties, making up an integral meta-
quality that is sociality as such. For utilitarianism 
of J. S. Mill, being a product of empirically ori-
ented thought, this motivation is especially typi-
cal. This way, to extract the laws of social devel-
opment, to formulate the grounds for the behav-
ior of certain individuals, social groups and the 
society as a whole, it is necessary to appeal to the 
motivation of a single element of society, which 
is a person. Once the motivation is found, it 
needs to be extrapolated to the aggregate of other 
individuals, bringing up a new social property. 
For the utilitarian philosophers, such proto-
principle, unified for the sociality and the person 
as an individual, is the principle of utility. 

Based on everything stated above, we may 
conclude that a subject will be guided with the 
principle of minimizing negative consequences 
and maximizing positive consequences for him-
self in any situation. In other words, an individu-
al is always guided and motivated by what brings 
utility to him. In this regard, utilitarianism, being 
a product of empiricism, claims that no matter 
how thoroughly we study a subject, it is impossi-
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ble to discover any other activity besides that 
based on the principle of maximizing utility. 

Therefore, it appears important to highlight, 
that regardless of the research object, due to the 
presence of sense-perception, the empiricism-
based methodology of research, such as methods 
of observation, experiment and follow-up pro-
cessing of the results with the theoretical meth-
ods, when used correctly, will lead new know-
ledge. In terms of practical jurisprudence, the 
above methodology can be used to improvement 
of the legislation. For example, we see it neces-
sary to monitor (i.e. to observe) the law enforce-
ment practice to detect gaps and inefficient legal 
regulations in the legislation, which may lead to 
a decrease in the overall public well-being. Be-
fore the introduction of such measures, to deter-
mine their efficiency and forecast the enforce-
ment problems, in some situations, it appears 
reasonable to start a legal experiment. 

We assume that, regarding utilitarianism, 
the empirical cognition methods allowed, first of 
all, to establish the main provisions of the theory, 
and, secondly, to ensure its further development. 
It is explained by the fact that such categories as 
―utility‖, ―common good‖ and some others are 
largely subjective, as expressed in the way they 
are evaluated by individuals, social groups, and 
the society as a whole. Therefore, cognition and 
comprehension of utilitarianism are possible 
when relied upon the empirical methods of re-
search. 

Apart from that, the methodology of legal 
utilitarianism cannot be limited to empirical cog-
nition alone. Despite the confrontation of the em-
pirical and theoretical methods of cognizing real-
ity, the opposition of induction and deduction, 
cognition of law cannot be of pure empirical na-
ture. Empirical knowledge is not complete, as all 
it provides is the idea of the external properties of 

the studied object. Only theoretical cognition can 
help recognize the essence of the subject, deter-
mine its internal properties and causes. Moreo-
ver, senses can be confusing; they cannot provide 
a tool for revealing patterns and drawing conclu-
sions (which is especially important for the mac-
ro-level decision-making), and, therefore, such 
cognition of reality cannot be comprehensive; it 
means that the methodology of legal utilitarian-
ism must be not of purely empirical, but also of 
theoretical nature. 

 
The Theoretical Methodology of  

the Legal Utilitarianism 
 
The thesis of R. Descartes, presented in his 

―Principles of Philosophy‖: ―Cogito, ergo sum‖ 
was the beginning of rationalism, which presents 
a methodology or a theory ―in which the criterion 
of truth is not sensory but intellectual and deduc-
tive‖ (Bourke, 1962, p. 263) as a basis. Besides, 
rationalism operates such forms of cognition as 
concept, judgment and logical consequence. 

Just like in empiricism, which recognized 
sense-perception methods of cognition even be-
fore F. Bacon, in rationalism, some cases of op-
erating such forms of cognition as a notion, 
judgment, and statement of reasons had also oc-
curred before R. Descartes. 

To be more precise, it happened in Ancient 
India. The name of the political and legal treatise 
of Arthashastra is commonly translated from 
Sanskrit as ―the science of politics‖. However, 
besides the literal translation, the name of the 
treatise is ―the science of benefit‖ or ―guide to 
achieving utility‖ (―the science of politics‖ in 
Sanskrit would sound as ―Nitishastra‖) (Kangle, 
2010; Kosambi, 1977, p. 141). 

The highlighted need for operating the prin-
ciple of utility, one of the utilitarianism compo-
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was the beginning of rationalism, which presents 
a methodology or a theory ―in which the criterion 
of truth is not sensory but intellectual and deduc-
tive‖ (Bourke, 1962, p. 263) as a basis. Besides, 
rationalism operates such forms of cognition as 
concept, judgment and logical consequence. 

Just like in empiricism, which recognized 
sense-perception methods of cognition even be-
fore F. Bacon, in rationalism, some cases of op-
erating such forms of cognition as a notion, 
judgment, and statement of reasons had also oc-
curred before R. Descartes. 

To be more precise, it happened in Ancient 
India. The name of the political and legal treatise 
of Arthashastra is commonly translated from 
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besides the literal translation, the name of the 
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nents, is found not only in the title but in the text 
of the treatise as well. For instance, Arthashastra 
gives the state governors some practical recom-
mendations on administration based on three 
equal values, factors (being the dominating ones 
not only for statecraft but also for the daily life of 
citizens): charity (or law, religion), wealth (or 
utility), desire (or pleasure, love) (Kautilya, 
2016, Book I, Chapter 7, Paragraph 3). At the 
same time, Kautilya, the author of Arthashastra, 
gives his preferences to wealth: ―Kautilya holds 
that wealth and wealth alone is important, inas-
much as charity and desire depend upon wealth 
for their realization‖ (Kautilya, 2016, Book I, 
Chapter 7, Paragraph 4). 

The methodological basis for Arthashastra 
treatise is the permanence of subject, i.e. state-
craft, and the unchangeability of human nature 
and the motives of human behaviour. Based on 
that, the treatise actually operates the method of 
historical analogies and examples, which is a 
constituent part of the rational cognition of reali-
ty. 

It makes it possible to draw a parallel be-
tween the foundation and methodology of Ar-
thashastra and utilitarianism of J. Bentham. 
Thus, for the latter, it is not only empiricism but 
also rationalism and epistemological optimism 
that are intrinsic. Logical contemplations underly 
both Arthashastra and utilitarianism of J. Ben-
tham. At the same time, an emphasis on review 
of the established social values, such as legal 
values, partial rejection (for Arthashastra) and 
reproach (for the utilitarianism of J. Bentham) 
for the religious superstitions and moral preju-
dice are also typical. 

The main factor for the political and legal 
issues for Arthashastra and the utilitarianism of J. 
Bentham is not a traditional (customary), but ra-
tionalistic view. However, rationalism (as a 

branch of philosophy, it appeared much later), or 
rationalist component (the latter more applicable 
to Arthashastra) is still limited. It is limited, at 
least, with the boundaries of empiricism. 

Later, in modern history, the ideas of using 
theoretical methodology under the legal utilitari-
anism were also found in the works by B. de 
Spinoza. According to Spinoza, one of the main 
ways of acquiring knowledge is finding reasons 
based on consequences, or deduction of the es-
sence of a thing from a general notion. This way 
of cognition, though scientific, does not provide 
a truthful, strictly required knowledge adequate 
to the object, as the properties of the thing are not 
perceived directly through its essence. Another 
method of cognition, known as the main one, is 
the perception of a thing exclusively through its 
essence. This means of cognition referred to by 
B. Spinoza as intuitive, provides, as per his theo-
ry, an infallible knowledge, corresponding strict-
ly to the essence of the thing. For B. Spinoza, 
intuition is not a mystical category; it means ra-
tionalistic cognition of the essence of things 
based on the cognition of the essence of a sub-
stance. Despite the seemingly abstract nature of 
B. Spinoza‘s reasons of substance, attributes and 
modus, his philosophy is distinctively practice-
oriented and applicable, inter alia, to the analysis 
of state and legal phenomena. 

Thus, according to his vision, the increment 
of social good is possible through law-making 
and enactment of the right laws. And at all that, 
since people have their own needs, there is an 
urge for a law to ensure that the satisfaction of 
those needs does not harm other persons. Particu-
larly, B. Spinoza (1891) remarks: ―if men were 
so constituted by nature that they desired nothing 
but what is designated by true reason, society 
would obviously have no need of laws: it would 
be sufficient to inculcate true moral doctrines; 
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and men would freely, without hesitation, act in 
accordance with their true interests. But human 
nature is framed in a different fashion: everyone, 
indeed, seeks his own interest‖ (p. 74). There-
fore, the laws enforced through pressure from the 
state shall act as a deterrent factor, restraining 
crime and offence, that would increase the utility 
for the lawbreaker to the detriment of the utility 
for other persons and (or) the common good. 

Later, in the classical utilitarianism, the the-
oretical methods were used along with the empir-
ical ones. At that, the methodology of the natural 
law school which appeared in modern history, 
before the classical utilitarianism was estab-
lished, is also not based on the empirical process 
alone (such as J. Locke), but also on the theoreti-
cal process of cognition. Thus, A. M. Mikhaylov 
(2019) remarks the presence of ―mathematical 
rationalism of the natural legal philosophy‖ (p. 
203), particularly, in the works by Christian von 
Wolff, where the natural law system is built de-
ductively, as a logically complete chain of axi-
oms, arguments and consequences (―mos math-
ematicus‖), with a geometrical precision devel-
oping the comprehensive system of the natural 
law (Anners, 1996, p. 227). J. A. Schumpeter 
(2006) remarks that ―in approach, in methodolo-
gy, and in the nature of its results utilitarianism 
actually was another, the last, natural-law sys-
tem‖ (p. 128). Remarkably, similar to the way 
Chr. von Wolff developed natural legal philoso-
phy with the mathematical methods of rational-
ism on the basis of ―De Jure Belli ac Pacis‖ by 
H. Grotius, the late 19th-century marginalism, 
using the mathematical apparatus, on the basis of 
utilitarianism becomes a theory which made it 
possible to calculate and compare the utility, in-
cluding the social ones, and, particularly, legal 
regulation. The utilitarian origins of marginalism 
ground from the thoughts of L. Walras (1965), 

who wrote that agents to ―attain maximum satis-
faction‖ (p. 125), W. S. Jevons (1871) – ―econ-
omy as a calculus of pleasure and pain‖ (p. vii) 
and F. Y. Edgeworth (1881) – ―principles of 
greatest happiness, utilitarian or egoistic consti-
tute the first principles of ethics and economics‖ 
(p. v). 

In ―Essay on Bentham‖ by J. S. Mill re-
marked the theoretical methodology in the 
framework of the legal utilitarianism of J. Ben-
tham. For instance, J. S. Mill writes, that J. Ben-
tham has an inclination to analysis and synthesis. 
―He began de novo, laid his own foundations 
deeply and firmly, built up his own structure, and 
bade mankind compare the two; it was when he 
had solved the problem himself, or thought he 
had done so, that he declared all other solutions 
to be erroneous‖ (Mill, 1985, p. 82), characteriz-
ing, therefore, the legal utilitarianism of J. Ben-
tham as synthetic, and, in this regard, second to 
none. After all, the ―moral arithmetic‖ of J. Ben-
tham, ―mathematizing‖ the analysis of possible 
results of the action and suggesting the decisions 
to be taken on the basis of continuous compari-
son of quantitative properties of pleasure and 
pain, are based on the theoretical methods of 
cognizing reality. 

To maximize the utility, J. Bentham comes 
up with the idea to create ―Pannomion‖, which, 
according to his ideas, may ensure maximization 
of the common good (common utility). ―Pan-
nomion‖ is supposed to present a collection of 
laws which, according to J. Bentham, should not 
contain a large number of certain rules for a law 
enforcer, which would not leave space for fol-
lowing the principle of utility directly when the 
essence of social relations does not require any 
compulsory imperative regulation. ―Pannomion‖ 
should more likely to be a set of ―a somewhat 
small numbers of quite general rules broadly de-
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and men would freely, without hesitation, act in 
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nomion‖ is supposed to present a collection of 
laws which, according to J. Bentham, should not 
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enforcer, which would not leave space for fol-
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fined‖ (Postema, 1986, p. 430). That requires to 
determine a rational, comprehensive method, that 
would allow the systematic establishment of the 
laws conforming to the principle of utility. Given 
the diversity of social relations and invariance of 
life situations, such method must be rather be 
based not on the need to foresee and regulate all 
possible actions of the subjects of law with an 
enormous number of quite precise rules not leav-
ing any questions to be resolved at the discretion 
of the law enforcers including the court, but be 
oriented on more general regulation with few le-
gal provisions (Postema, 1986, p. 422), if those 
are not the most significant social relations, 
which will also facilitate stability of legal regula-
tion. 

That explains the difference in utilitarian 
ideas in the applied methodological approach. 
Both J. S. Mill and his opponents spoke of the 
contradictions between them as an argument be-
tween the two opposite schools of thought: intui-
tive (sensual, empirical) and inductive (rational) 
approaches. This is vividly manifested in the an-
swers of J. S. Mill to the opinions of H. Sidgwick 
and W. Whewell, two of his most remarkable 
opponents, to the main claim against utilitarian-
ism, that it neglects the internal dictate of the 
conscience. The reaction of J. S. Mill to the state-
ments made by W. Whewell in this regard in 
1852, literally repeat the answer of J. S. Mill to 
H. Sidgwick in 1835. Thus, he remarks that even 
though both parties of the argument recognize 
the presence of moral feelings and conscience, 
―there are two theories considering the origin of 
these phenomena, which have been dividing phi-
losophers since the earliest ages of philosophy‖ 
(Mill, 1961-91, pp. 51, 172). J. S. Mill (2001) 
again turns to this dichotomy in his ―Utilitarian-
ism‖: ―According to the one opinion, the princi-
ples of morals are evident a priori, requiring no-

thing to command assent, except that the mea-
ning of the terms is understood. According to the 
other doctrine, right and wrong, as well as truth 
and falsehood, are questions of observation and 
experience‖ (pp. 6-7). 

In epistemology, the question of the source 
of true knowledge remains relevant. As the man 
perceives the world through the senses and mind, 
it appears right to find out what the construction 
of knowledge starts from, from the sensual im-
pressions or the work of the mind. Along with 
that, empirical and theoretical knowledge are two 
types of reflecting the reality, inextricably inter-
twined, characterizing the integrated process of 
cognition. The generation of senses has a rational 
component, while in thinking, it is possible to 
find some sensual, emotional, empirical content. 
The sensual stage reflects phenomena. The ra-
tional reveals the essence of things, facilitates 
comprehension of the underlying laws of their 
existence. Based on the above and under the le-
gal utilitarianism, it is considered reasonable to 
assert an ambivalent nature of the applied meth-
odology. For the legal utilitarianism, both empir-
ical ad theoretical methods of cognizing reality in 
their interaction are intrinsic. 

 
Conclusion and Results 

 
In view of various ethics and legal studies, 

based on or using the principle of utility, it ap-
pears necessary to remark that the principle of 
utility is connected to the methodology. Thus, 
the philosophic outlook of Aristotle, Plato, De-
mocritus, and, later, some works written in mod-
ern history, are based on the empirical methodol-
ogy. Rationalism begins to manifest itself in the 
works applying the principle of utility written in 
modern history. Nevertheless, some rationalism 
components appear earlier. At the same time, 
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basically, the rationalistic trend related to the 
principle of utility appears only in the works by 
B. Spinoza, C. Beccaria, J. Bentham. 

Before J. Bentham, the ethics and legal con-
cepts of utilitarianism mostly appealed to empiri-
cism as the preferred methodology. The rational-
ism of B. Spinoza doubtlessly made a great im-
pact on the development of philosophy, but it 
cannot be completely included into the ethics and 
legal concept of utilitarianism since he did not 
develop any cohesive ethics and legal concept 
based on the principle of utility. 

The main contribution into the theoretical 
development of applying the principle of utility 
to the state and legal phenomena was made by 
representatives of classical utilitarianism, J. Ben-
tham and J. S. Mill. Along with that, further de-
velopment of the methodology for making legal-
ly and politically relevant decisions in the 
framework of the legal utilitarianism generated a 
need for summing up the utility from the perfor-
mance of different actions to maximize the utility 
of such decision, as was also expressed in the 
―moral arithmetic‖ by J. Bentham, which, in its 
turn, contradicts the moral intuitions.  

Let us suppose that someone has such a de-
veloped sense of pleasure that he gets twice as 
much pleasure of a certain amount of monetary 
units (or any other measurable commodity) as 
another person experiencing less satisfaction of 
material commodities. Can it be taken as a rea-
son to redistribute the commodities from the se-
cond person to the first? It would make a larger 
increment of utility for the first person than the 
decrease of utility for the second; therefore, as 
per this logic, the aggregate utility would in-
crease. A utilitarian philosopher is likely to give 
a positive answer to this question. Similarly, the 
legal utilitarianism may excuse crimes and other 
offences if the ―pleasure‖ of the lawbreaker ex-

ceeds the ―pain‖ of the victim, or if the first can 
compensate the caused damage in a way that 
makes a positive impact on the utility function of 
the victim (compared to the moment before the 
offence). In this regard, the total utility has in-
creased, such an offence would not be consid-
ered as socially dangerous from the perspective 
of utilitarianism, or it may be even found to be 
socially preferable for it was oriented at the in-
crement of overall utility. Consequently, as the 
legal utilitarianism claims that this should be the 
fundamental principle of the legal policy, it 
would encourage an offender because his wrong-
ful behaviour maximizes his and total happiness. 
As utilitarianism postulates, the achievement of 
happiness by one individual in a society is a con-
tribution to the achievement of the whole socie-
ty‘s overall happiness. This fact is the ―dark 
side‖ of one of the utilitarianism properties: its 
tolerance to various concepts of good. The legal 
utilitarianism is so individualistic in its prerequi-
sites that it gives the same ―status‖ to criminals 
enjoying committing offences on one side, and to 
heroic police officers, firefighters or a brilliant 
engineer on the other. 

To our mind, this side of the utilitarianism 
concept should not be supported, and, therefore, 
such theory premises should not underlie the de-
velopment of legal policy. Supporting this prop-
erty of utilitarianism, we would behave like a 
―happy pig‖ J. S. Mill had been warning us 
against. This side of the legal utilitarianism con-
tradicts both the general legal values, such as jus-
tice, defence, and provision of rights and free-
doms, the principle of equality, and the moral 
values. 

At the same time, adherence to the universal 
principle of equality is supposed to make a disci-
plinary effect on all spheres of social relations 
and to act as an underlying criterion for the as-
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sessment of legal regulation of not only rights 
and freedoms provided by law, but also of the 
rights acquired on the basis of law; compliance 
with the principle, guaranteeing protection from 
any form of discrimination in the exercise of 
rights and freedoms, forbids, inter alia, to intro-
duce such difference in the rights of people be-
longing to the same category. We may suggest, 
therefore, that maximization of utility cannot act 
as such an excuse, for it creates inequality not 
due to any objective socially relevant factors, but 
due to a certain elasticity of utility functions of a 
certain individual. 
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